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In this paper linear elliptic boundary value problems of second order with non smooth data
L
 
 coecients Lipschitz domain mixed boundary conditions are considered It is shown
that the weak solutions are Holder continuous and that they depend smoothly  in the sense
of Holder spaces  on the coecients of the equation
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In   is a bounded Lipschitz domain in IR
N
 and  is a subset of the boundary   of  By  
j
we
denote the partial derivative with respect to the j th component of the space variable x

     x
N
  
and 

     
N
    IR
N
is the unit outward normal eld on   The coecients a
ij
 a
ji
 b
j
 c
j
and d are bounded measurable functions on  and it is supposed that there exists an    such that
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It is well known that each weak solution u of the boundary value problem  is Holder continuous
up to the boundary if for example
f
j
 L
p
 g  L
p
 
 with p  N 

and if  satises some regularity assumption see egGilbarg Trudinger 
 for the case of   
Troianiello 
 for the case when  is open and closed in   and Stampacchia 
 Murthy
Stampacchia 
 for more general cases
In the present paper we will prove that the weak solution u of   if it is unique  depends
smoothly in the sense of a Holder space C
 


 on the coecients a
ij
 b
j
 c
j
 d  L
 
 if  is
satised and if  is regular in the sense of Denition  below This result seems to be new in case
of N   even if    pure Dirichlet boundary conditions or if     pure natural boundary
conditions Moreover this result is of some interest because it allows to apply theorems of the
dierential calculus Implicit Function Theorem Sard Smale Theorem Liapunov Schmidt Procedure
in bifurcation problems to quasilinear elliptic boundary value problems with non smooth data cf
Recke 
 and 

In the case of N   the smooth in the sense of C
 


 dependence of the weak solution of
 on the coecients follows from the work of Groger 
 Moreover in the case of N   this
result holds true for boundary value problems for linear elliptic systems as well whereas in case of
N   there are examples of linear elliptic systems with bounded measurable coecients which have
unbounded weak solutions cf eg Giaquinta 

In this work we will show that the weak solutions of mixed boundary value problems for weakly
coupled linear elliptic systems depend smoothly in the sense of C
 


 on the L
 
 coecients of
the equations if the right hand sides of the equations are of the type  and if    is regular in
the sense of Denition  below
We do not consider the solution regularity for mixed boundary value problems for linear ellip 
tic equations with smooth coecients see Pryde 
 Simanca 
 and Liebermann 
 for that
question
The present paper is organized as follows
In the remaining part of Section  we introduce some notation and some results about Campanato
spaces
In Section  we prove a regularity result for weak solutions of  in the case of b
j
 c
j
 
d  
In Section  we introduce two scales of Banach spaces U

 W
  
o
 and V

N     N 
such that there are continuous embeddings U

	 W
 
o
    C
 


 with 
 
N

 and
V

	 W
 
o
   and such that the operator associated with the boundary value problem 
with b
j
 c
j
  and d   is an isomorphism from U

onto V

if  is suciently close to N  U

is the space of all elements u of the Sobolev space W
 
o
 such that ru belongs to the Campanato
space L
 
 IR
N
 and V

is the image of U

with respect to the duality map of the Hilbert space

W 
o
  
In Section  we consider the case of arbitrary coecients b
j
 c
j
and d and we show that the operator
associated with  is a Fredholm operator index zero from U

into V

and that it depends smoothly
in the sense of the operator norm in LU

V

 on the coecients a
ij
 b
j
 c
j
and d if  is suciently
close to N   
Finally in Section  we show that our results about the boundary value problems for linear elliptic
equations of type  hold for weakly coupled linear elliptic systems as well
Let us introduce some notation
In this paper N   is a natural number For subsets G of IR
N
we denote by

G  G and

G the
interior the boundary and the closure of G respectively
A bijective map  from one subset of IR
N
onto another is called a Lipschitz transformation if 
and 

are Lipschitzian
For    IR
N
we write    for their Euclidean scalar product and jj 
p
   is the Euclidean
norm of 
By IS
N
we denote the space of all real symmetric N  N  matrices If A  a
ij
  IS
N
and  


     
N
  IR
N
 then we write A  IR
N
for the vector with components
N
P
j 
a
ij

j
i       n
ie for the application of A on  and
jAj  supfjAj    IR
N
 jj 	 g
is the Euclidean operator norm of A
Let  be a bounded open subset of IR
N

We write L
 
 L
 
 IR
N
 and L
 
 IS
N
 for the spaces of bounded measurable maps from 
into IR IR
N
 and IS
N
 respectively The norms of these spaces are denoted by k  k
 
 for example
kAk
 
 inffr    jAxj 	 r for almost all x  g for A  L
 
 IS
N

Analogously for  	 p 
 we write k  k
p
for the norms in L
p
 and L
p
 IR
N
 The gradient
of u  L
p
 and the divergence of f  L
p
 IR
N
 derivatives in the sense of distributions will be
denoted by ru and div f  respectively and W
 p
 is the usual Sobolev space with the norm
kuk
 p
 kuk
p
p
	 kruk
p
p


p

Finally for   
   we denote by C
 


 the space of all functions from

 into IR that are
Holder continuous with exponent 
 The norm of u  C
 


 is
supfjuxj  x 

g	 sup
n
jux  uyj
jx  yj

 x y 

 x  y
o


Now let us recall some notation and facts about Campanato spaces cf Kufner John Fu
 
cik

 Troianiello 
 Giaquinta 

For  	 p 
 and  	  	 N 	 p we denote by L
p 
 the space of all u  L
p
 such that
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In  we have used the notations
x r  fy    jx  yj  rg
u
x r


jx rj
Z
x r
uydy
where jx rj is the N  dimensional Lebesgue measure of x r The space L
p 
 is a Banach
space with the norm
juj
p 
 kuk
p
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	 u

p
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

p
 
Analogously L
p 
 IR
N
 is the space of all f  L
p
 IR
N
 with components from L
p 
 and the
norm in L
p 
 IR
N
 is dened similarly to   and denoted by j  j
p 
 too Finally for the
sake of simplicity we will use the notations
L
 
  L


juj
 
 kuk

for u  L
 


for   
and if necessary we indicate the dependence of the norms on the domain  by an additional index
Theorem    i Let p 	 q and
N
q
	
N
p
  Then L
q 
 is continuously embedded into
L
p 
 
ii Let  be a Lipschitz transformation from  onto

  Then for all  	 N  there exists a c  
such that it holds for all u  L
 


 that u    L
 
 and ku  k
  
	 ckuk
  


 
Theorem   Let  have a Lipschitz boundary  Then the following is true
i If N    N 	  then L
 
 is isomorphic to C
 


 with 
 
N

 
ii For all   N there exists a c   such that for all u  L
 
 and v  L
 
 the product
uv belongs to L
 
 and juvj
 
	 cjuj
 
kvk
 
 
iii For all   N there exists a c   such that for all u  W
 
 with ru  L
 
 IR
N
 it
holds that u  L
 
 and juj
 
	 ckuk

	 jruj
 
 
 Regularity of the Solutions
In this section we consider mixed boundary value problems of the type
 div Aru	 u   div f 	 g in 
Aru    f   on 
u   on   n 
 




In    IR
N
is a bounded Lipschitz domain  is a part of       IR
N
is the unit outward
normal eld on   f   IR
N
and g    IR are given right hand sides and A  L
 
 IS
N
 is a
given matrix valued function which is positive denite almost everywhere
In order to prove regularity properties for the weak solutions u of  one has to impose appro 
priate conditions on  Following the work of Gr

oger 
 we will formulate such conditions in terms
of the set
G     
Denition   A bounded subset G of IR
N
will be called regular if for every x   G there exist
subsets U and

U of IR
N
and a Lipschitz transformation  from U onto

U such that U is an open
neighbourhood of x in IR
N
and G  U  is one of the following sets
E

 fx  IR
N
 jxj   x
N
 g
E

 fx  IR
N
 jxj   x
N
	 g

Remark  The Denition  does not change if one supplies eg the sets
E
	
 fx  E

 x
N
  or x

 g
E


 fx  E

 x

 g
to the list  because there exist Lipschitz transformations from E

onto E
	
and from E

onto
E


 respectively Thus the regularity of G means roughly speaking that G is bounded  G is a
Lipschitzian hypersurface in IR
N
 and   Gn

G cf  and  

G n 

G nG are separated by a
Lipschitzian hypersurface of  G
Denition  i Let G  IR
N
be regular For  	 p 
 we denote by W
 p
o
G the closure in
W
 p


G of the set of the restrictions on

G of all smooth functions u  IR
N
 IR with compact support
supp u and such that supp u  

G nG   The space W
 
o
G is equipped with the norm k  k
 
of
W
 


G
ii Let   IR
N
and     be such that  is regular A function u W
 
o
 is called
a weak solution of the boundary value problem  if
Z

Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z

f  rv 	 gvdx for all v W
 
o
G
iii For G  IR
N
and    we denote by A

G the set of all A  L
 


G IS
N
 such that


jj

 Ax    jj

for all   IR
N
n fg and for almost all x  G

iv A regular set G  IR
N
is called admissible if for each    there exists a 

 N    such
that for all  	 

 A  A

G f  L
 


G IR
N
 g  L
 


G and u W
 
o
G with
Z

Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z

f  rv 	 gvdx for all v  W
 
o
G 
it holds that ru  L
 


G IR
N
 and
jruj
 
	 cjf j
 
	 jgj
 
	 kuk
 
 
where the constant c in  does not depend on A f  g and u but only on  and 
Remark  Let G  IR
N
be regular
The Lax Milgram Lemma yields that for all A  A

G f  L



G IR
N
 and g  L



G there
exists exactly one weak solution u  W
 
o
G of the boundary value problem  with  

G and
  Gn

G and the linear map
f g  L



G IR
N
 L



G  u W
 
o
G
is continuous
Hence G is admissible i for each    there exists a 

 N    such that for all  	 


A  A

G f  L
 


G IR
N
 and g  L
 


G the gradient ru of the weak solution u of  with
 

G and  

G nG belongs to L
 


G IR
N
 and that the map
f g  L
 


G IR
N
 L
 


G  uru W
 
o
G L
 


G IR
N

is continuous
Therefore Theorem i and iii imply the following If G is admissible then for each   
there exists a 

 N    such that for all   N    


 A  A

G f  L
 


G IR
N
 and
g  L
 


G the weak solution u of  with  

G and   Gn

G belongs to C
 


G with

 
N

 and the map
f g  L
 


G IR
N
 L
 


G  u  C
 


G
is continuous
In the remaining part of this section we will prove three lemmas which will lead to the
Theorem  Each regular set G  IR
N
is admissible 
A crucial point for the proof of Theorem  is the following regularity result for weak solutions of
the boundary value problem  Troianiello 
 Theorem 

Theorem  If   IR
N
is a bounded domain with C

boundary and if     is open and closed
in   then    is admissible 
Remark  i In fact we will use the assertion of Theorem  in the special case of   fx 
IR
N
 jxj  g and    only
ii It is obvious that    is regular if   is C

 smooth and if  is open and closed in  
Hence in fact Theorem  asserts that  follows from  if   is C

 smooth and if  is open
and closed in   That is exactly the formulation of Theorem  of Troianiello 

Let us begin the sequence of the three lemmas with
Lemma 	 E

and E

cf   are admissible 
Proof Let E
o
 fx  IR
N
 jxj  g For k    and u  L



E
k
 we dene S
k
u  L

E
o
 by
S
k
ux 

ux for x  E
k
 
k
ux

 x
N
 for x  x

 x
N
  E
o
nE
k

Thus S

u and S

u are the extensions of u to E
o
by antireection and by reection respectively
It is well known that u W
 
o


E
k
 i S
k
u W
 
o
E
o
 and in this case
kS
k
uk
  E
o

p
kuk
  
 
E
k

Moreover for     N we have u  L
 


E
k
 i S
k
u  L
 
E
o
 and in this case
jS
k
uj
  E
o
	
p
juj
  
 
E
k
	
p
jS
k
uj
  E
o
cf Troianiello 
 p  and p 
Now we extend vector valued maps f  f

     f
N
  L



E
k
 IR
N
 to S
k
f  f
k

     f
k
N
 
L

E
o
 IR
N
 and matrix valued maps A  a
ij
  A

E
k
 to S
k
A  a
k
ij
  A

E
o
 by
f
k
j
x

 x
N
   
k
f
j
x

 x
N
 for j  N
f
k
N
x

 x
N
   
k
f
N
x

 x
N


a
k
ij
x

 x
N
   
k
a
ij
x

 x
N
 for i j  N or i  j  N
a
k
ij
x

 x
N
   
k
a
ij
x

 x
N
 otherwise

for x

 x
N
  E
o
nE
k
 Then we get
S
k
Af  S
k
AS
k
f
S
k
ru  rS
k
u
for all A  A

E
k
 f

f  L



E
k
 IR
N
 and u W
 


E
k

Finally for k    and v  W
 
o
E
o
 we dene T
k
W
 
o
E
k
 by
T
k
vx

 x
N
 


vx

 x
N
 	  
k
vx

 x
N

 for x

 x
N
  E
k


T
v and T

v are the restrictions to E
k
of the antisymmetric and the symmetric part of v respectively
and we have
Z
E
o
S
k
f  rv 	 S
k
gv
dx  
Z
E
k
f  rT
k
v 	 gT
k
v
dx
for all f  L



E
k
 IR
N
 g  L



E
k
 and v W
 
o
E
o

Now take A  A

E
k
 f  L
 


E
k
 IR
N
 g  L
 


E
k
 and u W
 
o
E
k
 such that
Z
E
k
Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z
E
k
f  rv 	 gvdx for all v W
 
o
E
k

Then for all w W
 
o
E
o
 it follows
Z
E
o
S
k
ArS
k
u  rw 	 S
k
uw
dx  
Z
E
k
Aru  rT
k
w 	 uT
k
w
dx 
 
Z
E
k
f  rT
k
w 	 gT
k
w
dx 
Z
E
o
S
k
f  rw 	 S
k
gw
dx
However E
o
is admissible Theorem  Therefore there exists 

 N    such that for all  	 

we have rS
k
u  S
k
ru  L
 
E
o
 IR
N
 and hence ru  L
 


E
k
 IR
N
 and
jruj
  
 
E
k
	 jS
k
ruj
  E
o
	
	 c jS
k
f j
  E
o
	 jS
k
gj
  E
o
	 kS
k
uk
  E
o
 	
	
p
c jf j
  
 
E
k
	 jgj
  
 
E
k
	 kuk
  
 
E
k

where the constant c   does not depend on A f  g and u but only on  and  Hence E
k
is
admissible
The next lemma is
Lemma 
 Let G  IR
N
be admissible and  be a Lipschitz transformation from G onto H  Then
H is admissible 
Proof Obviously H is regular
Let us denote by 

x the derivative of  in x 

x exists for almost all x  G and 

is a
bounded measurable map from G into the space of the real N  N  matrices For the inverse and
the inverse transpose of 

x we write 

x

and 

x

 respectively If L

and L

are Lipschitz
constants of  and 

 respectively then we have
j

x

j  L


jj for all   IR
N
L
N

	 j det

xj 	 L
N

 


for almost all x  G 

Now take A  A

H f  L
 


H IR
N
 g  L
 


H and u W
 
o
H such that
Z
H
Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z
H
f  rv 	 gvdx for all v  W
 
o
H 
It is well known that u   W
 
o
G and
ku  k
  
 
G
	 const kuk
  
 
H
 
where the constant in  does not depend on u Moreover Theorem ii yields f  L
 


G IR
N

and g    L
 


G and
jf  j
  
 
G
	 const jf j
  
 
H
jg  j
  
 
G
	 const jgj
  
 
H



where the constants in  do not depend on f and g And nally from  it follows that the map
x  G  j det

xj

x

Ax

x

 IS
N
belongs to A

G with   L


L
N

 Therefore the chain rule for derivatives the transformation rule
for integrals and  imply for all w  W
 
o
G
Z
G


x

Ax

x

ru  x  rwx 	 uxwx
 j det

xjdx 

Z
H
Ayruy  rw  

y 	 uyw

y
dy 

Z
H
fy  rw  

y 	 gyw

y
dy 

Z
G


x

fx  rwx 	 gxwx
 j det

xjdx
Hence for all w W
 
o
H we obtain
Z
G
j det

xj

x

Ax

x

ru  x  rwx 	 uxwx
dx 

Z
G
fj det

xj

x

fx  rwx 	
	j det

xjgx   ux 	 ux
wxgdx 
Now let us apply the assumption that G is admissible to the variational equation 
Because of the continuous embedding
W
 
o
G 	
	



L
 N
N 


G if N  
L
p


G for all p   if N  


and because of Theorem i we have u    L
 


G Therefore Theorem ii yields that
x  j det

xj gx  ux
 	 ux belongs to L
 


G 
with   minf g Analogously the map x  j det

xj

x

fx belongs to L
 


G IR
N

Hence  and the assumption that G is admissible imply that there exists a 
o
 N   such that
for all  	 
o
we have ru    L
 


G IR
N
 and hence ru  L
 


H  IR
N
 and
jruj
  
 
H
	 const jf j
  
 
H
	 jgj
  
 
H
	 kuk
  
 
H
 
cf  and  Remark that 
o
depends on  and  but not on f  g and u
Now we again apply  and the assumption that G is admissible Because of u  L
 


H
cf Theorem iii we have  with   minf g This impliesru  L
 


H IR
N
 and 
with this new  and with a new constant in 
Reiterating this procedure as often as necessary we obtain ru  L
 


H IR
N
 and  with
   Hence H is admissible
Finally we prove the last lemma
Lemma   Let fU
o
 U

     U
n
g be an open covering of a set G  IR
N
such that U
j
G is admissible
for all j        n  Then G is admissible 
Proof Obviously G is regular
Let f
o
 

     
n
g be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to the covering fU
o
 U

     U
n
g
Then for each j        n and for u  W
 
o
G we have 
j
u  W
 
o
U
j
 G here and later
on we use the symbol 
j
u for the restriction to U
j
 G of the product 
j
u too Moreover for
v  W
 
o
U
j
G we have 
j
v  W
 
o
G where 
j
v is interpreted as a function dened on G and
vanishing on G n U
j

Now take A  A

G f  L
 


G IR
N
 g  L
 


G and u W
 
o
G such that
Z
G
Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z
G
f  rv 	 gvdx for all v W
 
o
G
Then we have for all w W
 
o
U
j
G
Z
U
j
G
Ar
j
u  rw	 
j
uw
dx 

Z
G
Aru  r
j
w 	Aurw  wru  r
j
	 u
j
w
dx 

Z
G
f  r
j
w 	 g
j
w 	 Aurw  wrur
j

dx 

Z
U
j
G

j
f 	 uAr
j
  rw 	 
j
g 	 f  r
j
  Aru  r
j
w
dx 

In order to apply the assumption that U
j
G is admissible on the variational equation  we
use the continuous embedding  again Thus we have

j
f 	 uAr
j
 L
 
U
j


G IR
N


j
g 	 f  r
j
  Aru  r
j
 L
 
U
j


G
 



with   minf g Therefore there exists a 
o
 N    such that for all  	 
o
from  it
follows that r
j
u  L
 
U
j


G IR
N
 and
jr
j
uj
  U
j

 
G
	 const jf j
  
 
G
	 jgj
  
 
G
	 kuk
  
 
G
 
cf Theorem ii Note that 
o
and the constant in  depend on  and j but not on f  g
and u
Now we again apply  and the assumption that U
j
 G is admissible We have 
j
u 
L
 
U
j


G for all j and hence
u 
n
X
j 

j
u  L
 


G
Therefore we get  with   minf g This implies r
j
u  L
 
U
j


G IR
N
 and 
with this new  and a new constant
Reiterating this procedure as often as necessary we obtain r
j
u  L
 
U
j


G IR
N
 and 
with    Hence
ru 
n
X
j 
r
j
u  L
 


G IR
N

and
jruj
  
 
G
	
n
X
j 
jr
j
uj
  U
j

 
G
	
	 const jf j
  
 
G
	 jgj
  
 
G
	 kuk
  
 
G
 
where the constant in  depends on  but not on f  g and u Therefore G is admissible
Now we are able to prove Theorem 
Proof of Theorem  In view of Lemma it suces to nd an open covering fU
o
 U

     U
n
g
of G such that all U
j
 G are admissible Since G is regular and  G is compact there exist open
subsets U

     U
n
of IR
N
with
 G 
n

j 
U
j
and Lipschitz transformations 
j
 U
j


U
j
such that 
j
U
j
 G  fE

 E

g cf Denition 
Hence the sets U
j
G j       n are admissible cf Lemma  and 

Moreover one can nd an open subset U
o


G with C

 boundary such that
G 
n

j 
U
j

Then Theorem  implies that U
o
G  U
o
is admissible
 Smooth Dependence of the Solutions on the
Coecients
In the preceding section we proved the following fact
If  is regular then for each    there exists a 

 N    such that for all   N    



A  A

 f  L
 
 IR
N
 and g  L
 
 the weak solution u of  belongs to C
 


 with

 
N

and that the linear map
f g  L
 
 IR
N
 L
 
  u  C
 



is continuous and hence smooth cf Remark 
In this section we will show that moreover the map
A f g  A

 L
 
 IR
N
 L
 
  u  C
 



is smooth Remark that the set A

 cf Denition iii is open in L
 
 IS
N
 Here and later
on we consider A

 with the topology induced by L
 
 IS
N

Let us begin by introducing some notation
In this section G is a xed regular subset of IR
N
 For each    let 

 N    be one of the
numbers that are dened for the xed G by Theorem 
As usual we denote by W
 
G the dual space of W
 
o
G and
h i W
 
GW
 
o
G IR
is the dual pairing between W
 
G and W
 
o
G
For A  A

G we denote by LA the linear bounded operator from W
 
o
G into W
 
G
which is dened by
hLAu vi 
Z
G
Aru  rv 	 uvdx for all u v W
 
o
G 
Especially if I
N
is the unit N N  matrice then
J  LI
N
 
is the duality map of the Hilbert space W
 
o
G

Because of the Cauchy Schwarz inequality the denition  is correct and the map
A  A

G  LA  LW
 
o
GW
 
G 
is continuous Here and later on we use the symbol LXY  for the space of all linear bounded
operators from one normed vector space X into another normed vector space Y  equipped with the
operator norm
Obviously the map  is ane Therefore it is smooth Moreover the Lax Milgram Lemma
implies that LA is an isomorphism between W
 
o
G and W
 
G and therefore the map
A  A

G  LA

 LW
 
GW
 
o
G
is smooth too This yields the well known fact that the weak solutions of the boundary value problem
 depend smoothly  in the sense of the space W
 
o
  on the coecient matrix A  A


Denition   i By U

G  W
  
o
G we denote the vector space of all u  W
 
o
G such
that ru  L
 


G IR
N
 equipped with the norm
juj

 kuk
 
	 jruj
 

ii By V

G we denote the vector space of all   W
 
G such that there exists an u  U

G
with Ju   cf  The norm of an element   Ju in V

G is dened to be equal to juj


Lemma  U

G and V

G are Banach spaces 
Proof Since U

G and V

G are isometrically isomorphic it suces to show that U

G is
complete
Let u
n
 be a Cauchy sequence in U

G Then u
n
 is a Cauchy sequence in W
 
o
G and ru
n

is a Cauchy sequence in L
 


G IR
N
 As these two spaces are complete we obtain u
n
 u inW
 
o
G
and ru
n
 f in L
 


G IR
N
 for n
 This yields ru
n
ru ae and ru
n
 f ae for n

and hence ru  f ae Thus we have u  U

G and u
n
 u in U

G for n

Remark  i From Theorem i and iii it follows immediately that for all   N    N 
the space U

G is continuously embedded into the space C
 


 with 
 
N


ii Because of  and because the unit N  N  matrix I
N
belongs to A

 
G for example cf
Denition iii Theorem  yields the following
For all  	 

 
the set V

G equals the set of all   W
 
G such that there exist
f  L
 


G IR
N
 and g  L
 


G with
h vi 
Z
G
f  rv 	 gvdx for all v W
 
o
G 
Moreover the map f g  L
 


G IR
N
  L
 


G    V

G dened by  is linear and
continuous

In the following lemma we show that  denes a continuous map not only from L
 


G IR
N

L
 


G into V

G with  	 

 
 but also from L
p


G IR
N
  L
p
 


G into V

G with p  N and
 	 minf

 
 N  

p
g
Lemma  Let p  N and  	 minf

 
 N  

p
g  Then for each f  L
p


G IR
N
 and g  L
p
 


G
there exists a   V

G with  and the map f g  L
p


G IR
N
 L
p
 


G    V

G is
continuous 
Proof We have to show that there exists an u  U

G such that
Z
G
ru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z
G
f  rv 	 gvdx for all v  W
 
o
G 
and that u depends continuously on f and g
In a rst step consider the case of g   Because of the assumptions p  N and  	 N   

p

we have p   and
N
p
	
N

 Therefore L
p


G IR
N
 is continuously embedded into L
 


G IR
N

Theorem i and the assertion follows from Remark ii
In a second step consider the case of f   and p   In this case L
p
 


G is continuously embedded
into L
 


G and the assertion follows from Remark ii again
And nally consider the case of f   and p  
If G is open pure Dirichlet boundary conditions and if  G is smooth then the assertion is
true There exists a u  W
 
p
 
G  W
 
o
G such that  holds and u depends continuously
on g Moreover the assumption p  N implies that W
 
p
 
G IR
N
 is continuously embedded into
L
p
G IR
N
 and hence into L
 
G IR
N
 cf the rst step Thus u belongs to U

G and depends
continuously in the sense of the norm of U

G on g  L
p
 
G
In the case of general regular G one has to apply the procedure of Section  in order to reduce
this general case to the case of open G with smooth boundary This procedure works because the
operations extension by reection extension by antireection cf Lemma  multiplication
with a L
 
 function and superposition with a Lipschitz transformation map L
p
 
 functions into L
p
 
 
functions
The main result of this section is
Theorem  i The operator LA maps U

G continuously into V

G if  	 

 
  Moreover
the map
A  A

G  LA  LU

GV

G 
is continuous 
ii LA is an isomorphism from U

G onto V

G if A  A

G and  	 minf

 

 
g 

Proof Let us x A  A

G
For u  U

G we have LAu  V

G i there exists a w  U

G such that LAu  Jw ie
such that
Z
G
Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z
G
rw  rv 	wvdx for all v W
 
o
G 
Because of Theorem ii we have Aru  L
 


G IR
N
 and Theorem iii implies
u  L
 


G and hence u  L
 


G Therefore Theorem  yields that there exists exactly one
w  U

G with  if  	 

 
 and the map u  U

G  w  U

G is continuous cf Remark 
Thus LA maps U

G continuously into V

G if  	 

 

Now let us show that the map  is continuous
Take

A  A

G  	 

 
and uw  U

G such that LA  L

A
u  Jw ie such that
Z
G
A  

Aru  rvdx 
Z
G
rw  rv 	wvdx for all v  W
 
o
G
Then the Theorems ii and  imply cf Remark 
jwj

	 const jA 

Aruj
 
	 const kA 

Ak
 
juj

 
where the constants in  do not depend on A

A u and w Hence the map  is continuous
Finally we prove the assertion ii
As LA is injective and because of the Open Mapping Theorem we have to show that LA maps
U

G onto V

G if  	 minf

 

 
g Thus we have to show that for each w  U

G there exists
an u  U

G with  if  	 minf

 

 
g However this fact follows from Theorem 
Let p  N   	 minf

 
 N   

p
g and denote by E
p 
the linear bounded operator from
L
p


G IR
N
  L
p
 


G into V

G which is dened by Lemma  Then Theorem  implies that
the map
A  A

G  LA

E
p 
 LL
p


G IR
N
 L
p
 


GU

G
is smooth If moreover   N    then LA

maps V

G into C
 


G with 
 
N

cf
Remark i and the map
A  A

G  LA

E
p 
 LL
p


G IR
N
 L
p
 


GC
 


G
is smooth Hence the weak solution u of  depends smoothly in the sense of the space C
 



on the coecient matrix A  A

 and on the right hand sides f  L
p
 IR
N
 and g  L
p
 
 if
   is regular

Remark  Let us compare Theorem  with the results of Gr

oger 
 There the following is
shown to be true
Let G  IR
N
be regular Then for each    there exists a p

  such that for all p   p



and A  A

G the operator LA is an isomorphism from W
 p
o
G onto W
 p
G and the map
A  A

G  LA  LW
 p
o
GW
 p
G
is continuous Here W
 p
G W
 q
o
G

is the dual space ofW
 q
o
G and q 
p
p
is the exponent
conjugate to p Therefore in case of N   the continuous embedding W
 p
o
G 	 C
 


G with

   

p
and p   implies that the map
A  A

G  LA

 LW
 p
GC
 


G
is smooth This yields in the case of N   that the weak solutions of  depend smoothly in the
sense of C
 


 on A again
 General Equations
In this section we consider boundary value problems for general linear elliptic equations of the
type  ie of the type
 divAru	 bu 	 c  ru	 du   div f 	 g in 
Aru	 bu    f   on 
u   on   n 
 



when     IR
N
is regular A  A

 b c  L
 
 IR
N
 and d  L
 
 We will show that each
weak solution of  ie each u  W
 
o
   that satises
Z

Aru	 bu  rv 	 c  ru	 duv
dx 
Z

f  rv 	 gvdx
for all v  W
 
o
  
 




belongs to U

   and hence to C
 


 with 
 
N

if   N    is close to N   
f  L
 
 IR
N
 and g  L
 
 Moreover we prove that the weak solution of   if it is
unique  depends smoothly in the sense of U

   on A b c d f and g
Firstly let us introduce some notation
In this section G is a xed regular subset of IR
N
 again and 

 N    is one of the numbers
dened for the xed G and for    by Theorem 
For A  A

G b c  L
 


G IR
N
 and d  L
 


G we denote by LA b c d the linear bounded
operator from W
 
o
G into W
 
G which is dened by
hLA b c du vi 
Z
G
Aru	 bu  rv 	 c  ru	 du
dx
for all u v W
 
o
G
 






Because of the Cauchy Schwarz inequality the denition  is correct and the map
A b c d  A

G  L
 


G IR
N


 L
 


G 
 LA b c d  LW
 
o
GW
 
G
is continuous
Theorem   i The operator LA b c d maps U

G continuously into V

G if  	 

 
 
Moreover the map
A b c d  A

G  L
 


G IR
N


 L
 


G 
 LA b c d  LU

GV

G 
is continuous 
ii LA b c d is a Fredholm operator index zero from U

G into V

G if N      	
minf

 

 
g and A  A

G 
Proof The proof of part i is similar to the proof of Theorem i
Let us x A  A

G b c  L
 


G IR
N
 and d  L
 


G
For u  U

G we have LA b c du  V

G i there exists a w  U

G such that LA b c du 
Jw ie such that
Z
G
Aru	 bu  rv 	 c  ru	 dnv
dx 
Z
G
rw  rv 	 wvdx
for all v W
 
o
G
 





The functions Aru 	 bu and c  ru 	 du belong to L
 


G IR
N
 and L
 


G respectively and
depend continuously on u Therefore Theorem  yields that there exists exactly one w  U

G
with  if  	 

 
 and w depends continuously on u Hence LA b c d maps U

G continuously
into V

G if  	 

 

Now let us show that the map  is continuous
Take

A  A

G

b c  L
 


G IR
N


d  L
 


G  	 

 
and u v  U

G such that
LA b c d  L

A

b c

d
u  Jw
ie such that
Z
G
fA 

Aru	 b 

bu
  rv 	 c  c  ru	 d 

du
vgdx 

Z
G
rw  rv 	wvdx for all v W
 
o
G

Then the Theorems ii and  imply cf Remark 
jwj

	 const kA  

Ak
 
	 kb 

bk
 
	 kc  ck
 
	 kd 

dk
 
juj


where the constant does not depend on A

A b

b c c d

d u and w Hence the map  is
continuous
Finally we prove the assertion ii
For   IR we have
LA b c d  LA  c  	 L b  d   
Hence it suces to show that L b  d    is completely continuous from U

G into V

G if
N      	 

 
 and that LA  c  is an isomorphism from U

G onto V

G if  	 minf

 

 
g
and if    is suciently large
Let us prove the rst assertion
Take   N    

 

 and a sequence u
n
 which is bounded in U

G Then u
n
 is bounded in
L
 


G  C
 


G 
 
N

 because of Theorem i and iii But C
 


G is completely
continuously embedded into C
 


G  L
 


G    	 N    for each    
 Therefore
there exists a subsequence u
n
k
 that converges in L
 


G
For n  IN let w
n
denote the element of U

G which is dened by L b  d  u
n
 Jw
n
 ie
by
Z
G
bu
n
 rv 	 d  uv
dx 
Z
G
rw
n
 rv 	w
n
vdx for all v W
 
o
G
Theorem  yields that such functions w
n
exist and that the sequence rw
n
k
 converges in
L
 


G IR
N
 Analogously the Lax MilgramLemma implies that w
n
k
 converges inW
 
o
G Hence
Jw
n
k
 converges in V

G and therefore L b  d   is completely continuous from U

G into
V

G
Now let us prove the second assertion
Obviously the operator LA  c  is injective if    is suciently large Hence it remains to
show that it is surjective from U

G onto V

G for such  and for  	 minf

 

 
g
Thus take an arbitrary   Jw  V

G w  U

G Because of the Lax Milgram Lemma there
exists exactly one u  W
 
o
G such that LA  c u  Jw ie such that
Z
G
Aru  rv 	 uvdx 
Z
G
frw  rv 	 w  c  ru	   u
vgdx
for all v W
 
o
G
 





Now Theorem  works if  	 minf

 

 
g Because ofrw  L
 


G IR
N
 and w cru	 u 
L



G we get ru  L
 


G IR
N
 and hence u  L
 


G with   minf g Applying  once

more we obtain u  L
 


G IR
N
 with   minf g and so on This gives nally u  U

G
Hence LA  c  is surjective from U

G onto V

G if  	 minf

 

 
g and if    is suciently
large
A Fredholm operator is an isomorphism i it is injective Therefore the assertions about the
solvability properties of the boundary value problem  from the beginning of this section follow
immediately from Theorem 
Corollary  Let    be regular A  A

 b c  L
 
 IR
N
 d  L
 
  	 minf

 

 
g
f  L
 
 IR
N
 and g  L
 
  Then each weak solution of  belongs to U

G  Moreover
if the weak solution of  is unique then it depends smoothly in the sense of U

G on A b c d
f and g 
 Weakly Coupled Systems
In this last section we consider boundary value problems for systems of linear elliptic equations
of the type
 div

A
i
ru
i
	
n
X
j 
b
ij
u
j

	
n
X
j 
c
ij
ru
j
	d
ij
u
j
   div f
i
	g
i
in 
A
i
ru
i
	
n
X
j 
b
ij
u
j
    f
i
  on 
u
i
  on   n 
 









i     n 
when     IR
N
is regular A
i
 A

 b
ij
 c
ij
 L
 
 IR
N
 and d
ij
 L
 
 for i j       n
The system  is a weakly coupled system of n linear elliptic equations because it is coupled via
terms that contain lower order derivatives only
We will show that each weak solution of  ie each tuple u

     u
n
  W
 
o
  
n
that
satises
n
X
i j 
Z

A
i
ru
i
	 b
ij
u
j
  rv
i
	 c
ij
 ru
j
	 d
ij
u
j
v
i

dx 

n
X
i 
Z

f
i
 rv
i
	 g
i
v
i
dx for all v

     v
n
 W
 
o
  
n

belongs to U

  
n
and hence to C
 



n
with 
 
N

if   N    is close to N   
f
i
 L
 
 IR
N
 and g
i
 L
 
 for i       n Moreover we prove that the weak solution of
  if it is unique  depends smoothly in the sense of U

  
n
on the coecients A
i
 b
ij
 c
ij

d
ij
and on the right hand sides f
i
and g
i

Let G  IR
N
be a regular set and 

 N    be one of the numbers dened for G and    by
Theorem 

For
A  A

     A
n
  A

G
n
b  b
ij

n
i j 
 c  c
ij

n
i j 
 L
 


G IR
N

n
 
d  d
ij

n
i j 
 L
 


G
n
 
we denote by LA b c d the linear bounded operator fromW
 
o
G
n
intoW
 
G
n
which is dened
by
hLA b c du vi 

n
X
i j 
Z

A
i
ru
i
	 b
ij
u
j
  rv
i
	 c
ij
ru
j
	 d
ij
u
j
v
i

dx
for all u  u

     u
n
 v  v

     v
n
 W
 
o
G
n

 







In  h i W
 
G
n
W
 
o
G
n
 IR is the dual pairing between W
 
G
n
 W
 
o
G
n



and
W
 
o
G
n
 Again the Cauchy Schwarz inequality implies that the denition  is correct and that
LA b c d depends continuously in the sense of the operator norm in LW
 
o
G
n
W
 
G
n
 on
A b c d
Theorem   i The operator LA b c d maps U

G
n
continuously into V

G
n
if  	 

 
 
Moreover the map
A b c d  A

G
n
 L
 


G IR
N

n
 
 L
 


G IR
N

n
 
 L
 


G
n
 

 LA b c d  LU

G
n
V

G
n


is continuous 
ii LA b c d is a Fredholm operator index zero from U

G
n
into V

G
n
if N      	
minf

 

 
g and A  A

G
n
 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 
Firstly let us show that LA b c d maps U

G
n
into V

G
n
if  	 

 

We have LA b c du  V

G
n
i there exists a tuple w

     w
n
  U

G
n
such that
n
X
i j 
Z

A
i
ru
i
	 b
ij
u
j
  rv
i
	 c
ij
 ru
j
	 d
ij
u
j
v
i

dx 

n
X
i j 
Z

rw
i
 rv
i
	w
i
v
i
dx for all v

     v
n
 W
 
o
G
n

 









Let us denote by E

the linear continuous map from L
 


G IR
N
  L
 


G into V

G which is
dened by  and let us use the notation  Then  is equivalent to
E


A
i
ru
i
	
n
X
j 
b
ij
u
j

n
X
j 
c
ij
 ru
j
	 d
ij
u
j


 Jw
i
 i       n 

Hence similar to the proof of Theorem  we obtain if  	 

 
 that  has exactly one solution
w

     w
n
  U

G
n
if u

     u
n
  U

G
n
 that the linear operator
u

     u
n
  U

G
n
 w

     w
n
  U

G
n
is continuous and that this linear operator depends continuously in the sense of the operator norm
in LU

G
n
 on A
i
 b
ij
 c
ij
and d
ij

Now let us prove the assertion ii
Let us denote by I
n
the unit n n matrix From denition  we get cf 
LA b c d  LA  c I
n
 	 L b  d  I
n

for all   IR
Similar to the proof of Theorem  one shows that L b  d  I
n
 maps U

G
n
completely
continuously into V

G
n
if N       

 
 and that LA  c I
n
 is injective for suciently large
  
Now take A  A

     A
n
  A

G
n
  	 minf

 

 
g and    suciently large It remains
to show that LA  c I
n
 is surjective from U

G
n
onto V

G
n

Thus take an arbitrary   

     
n
  V

G
n
 The Lax Milgram Lemma yields that there
exists an u  u

     u
n
 W
 
o
G
n
such that
LA  c I
n
u   
Moreover there exist w
i
 U

G
n
such that Jw
i
 
i
for i       n Hence  is equivalent to
n
X
i j 
Z

A
i
ru
i
 rv
i
	 c
ij
 ru
j
	 u
i
v
i

dx 

n
X
i 
Z

rw
i
 rv
i
	 w
i
v
i
dx for all v

     v
n
 W
 
o
G
n

 











However  is equivalent to cf  and 
LA
i
u
i
 E


rw
i
 w
i
	   u
i
 
n
X
j 
c
ij
 ru
j

for i       n
Therefore similar to the proof of Theorem  one obtains that u
i
 U

G
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